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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the collaborative production of single utterances, that is, utterances that are begun by one speaker and, before 
being syntactically, semantically or pragmatically completed, are continued by one or more different speakers. When regarding a 
coproduction defined in this way as a product, one notices that in general such coproductions are syntactically coherent entities that 
satisfy the criteria of grammatical well-formedness and as such, when the change in speakers is disregarded, hardly differ from 
monologically given utterances. However, when regarding them as a process, it becomes clear that coproducing is an ordered 
conversational process where the interaction partners place their spoken activities in relation to and in coordination with each other. 
Speakers utilize structural resources, such as syntactic or prosodic projections, that allow the communication partners to anticipate the 
continuation of the utterance as well as the moment when they can make their own contribution to the production. In addition, speakers 
command a repertoire of means by which they locally coordinate their activities. Depending on how they negotiate this local 

pre-
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1. Introduction: the coproduction of talk 
The term coproduction is best known from the film 
industry where it refers to a film project in whose 
production more than one producer is involved. Similarly, 
in the history of literature the phenomenon of 
co-authorship can be found in numerous cases, as seen for 
example, in collaborative fiction or in the writing games 
of the Dada movement. In the new media, collaborative 
writing is common practice as can be observed with 
Wikipedia. In all these instances, a common text product 
is created in coproduction that on the surface does not 
show any distinction from a text that would have been 
produced by a single author. The same phenomenon exists 
in spoken language. Here the joint production of (oral) 
texts can perhaps even be considered as the normal way. A 
text is created through alternating contributions of the 
participating speakers, whereby the roles of producers and 
recipients cannot be strictly separated from each other. It 
is, for example, common practice in oral storytelling that 
those whose original role assignment is that of listener 
also participate  quite independent of whether they know 
of or were involved in the event being talked about. This 
joint text production goes so far that a single oral 
utterance is created by several speakers together. This is 
the case in the example below, an excerpt from a 
conversation between two men talking about 
contaminated meat and the role of the media: 
 

Example 1: 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

che è sempre esistito / 
e esiste / e su tanti altri settori / tuttora // 
però / &he / su tante cose / cioè nessuno le 
prende in considerazione // perché no /  
non fa audience / non fa interesse della 
gente / per cui cioè / magari si mangia un 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

qualcosa che [/] che può far male / che fa 
schifo / però / cioè / nessuno se ne rende 
conto / e nessuno lo prende in 
considerazione / perché +  

*SMN: non fa notizi<a> // 
*SRB:                      <non> fa notizia // 
(C-Oral-Rom : ifamdl06 macellaio) 

 
What we can observe here is an utterance of speaker 

SRB which is syntactically not complete: e nessuno lo 
prende in considerazione / perché + (l. 9-10) and a 
completion of this utterance by another speaker SMN: 
non fa notizia (l. 11) which is repeated and thus ratified by 
the current speaker SRB: non fa notizia (l. 12). In short, 
and put simply, we could say that a coproduction is the 
production of a single utterance by more than one speaker.  

In previous studies this phenomenon has been called 
locuteur collectif 
Blanche-Benveniste et al., 1990)  a term that focuses on 
the fact that collaboratively built utterances hardly differ 
from those produced by a single speaker. Indeed, when 
regarding a collaboratively produced utterance as a 
product, one notices that in general it represents a 
syntactically coherent entity that satisfies the criteria of 
grammatical well-formedness. However, once the process 
is also considered, it becomes clear that coproducing is an 
ordered conversational process in which the interaction 
partners contribute their spoken activities in relation to 
and in coordination with each other.  

The question that is addressed in this article is how 
speakers succeed in coordinating their activities in the 
coproduction of an utterance. In the following, we will 
analyse some examples of a larger set of coproductions 
extracted from the Spanish and Italian subcorpora of 
C-ORAL-ROM (Cresti & Moneglia, 2005). In section 2 
we argue that the shared knowledge about language 
structure is a resource of oral coproduction because it 
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allows speakers to project the possible continuation of the 
ongoing utterance. Section 3 analyses the way in which 
participants coordinate their activities when they 
coproduce an utterance. This section focuses on 
differences concerning the precision timing and prosodic 
design of the coproduced element according to which 
different forms of participation within the collaborative 
production of utterances can be distinguished.  

2. Language structure as a product and a 
resource of oral coproduction 

Language structure can be regarded as a result as well as a 
resource of discourse production or, as Humboldt (1836, 
1999: 63) anguage belongs to me, because I 
bring it forth as I do; and since the ground of this lies at 
once in the speaking and having-spoken of every 
generation of men, so far as speech-communication may 
have prevailed unbroken among them, it is language itself 
which restrains me when I speak. This conceptualization 
of language is very similar to the perspective taken by 
Interactional Linguistics where language structure is 
regarded as being actively (re)produced and thus 
emerging in interaction and, at the same time, as a shared 
knowledge which serves as a resource for the construction 

abstract and balanced system of pre-established discrete 
elements which are combined with one another into 

evidence suggests that language forms and structures 
must be thought of in a more situated, context-sensitive 
fashion as actively (re)produced and locally adapted to the 
exigencies of the interaction at hand. In this sense they 
can be conceived of as arising or emerging in use. ...  In 
this view, syntax, just like prosody and semantics, is 
resource that can be relied on as shared knowledge in the 

speakers (Couper-Kuhlen 
& Selting, 2001: 4f) 

The coproduction of utterances provides obvious 
evidence of this double principle  language structure as a 
result and a resource of speech activity. Looking again at 
lines 9 to 12 in the excerpt above, the construction which 
results from the coproduction (e nessuno lo prende in 
considerazione perché non fa notizia) can on the one hand 
be seen as an interactive achievement. On the other hand, 
the emerging construction (or the construction so far) 

processes synchronically the emerging construction and 

with a minimal temporal delay (Auer, 2000). The 

as the shared knowledge about constructions in Italian 
, 2001) or 

, 2005) allowing SMN to anticipate 
the possible continuation of the utterance and to 
coproduce it. So the perché at this moment of the 
utterance production can be interpreted as a subordinating 
conjunction which projects a subordinated clause. In 
accordance with the grammatical projection, the prosodic 

characteristics of the ongoing utterance mark the 
utterance as incomplete. Thus, syntactic and prosodic 

the potential continuation as well as to predict the moment 
at which a particular continuation has to be uttered.1 
However, this does not imply that he actually supplies this 
continuation, and it does not explain either how the 
current speaker will handle this contribution to his 
utterance. In the following, we therefore deal with the 

coproduced utterances.  

3. Temporal organization, prosodic design 
and forms of participation 

In this section we address the question of how speakers 
coordinate their contributions to one single utterance 
regarding in particular the temporal organization of these 
contributions as well as their prosodic design. As 
Jefferson (1973) shows, recipients of some ongoing talk 
have the technical capacity to produce their talk with 
precision in relation to that ongoing talk.2 In the following, 
we argue that speakers display quite different forms of 
participation within the collaborative production of 
utterances according to the precise timing and design of 
their contributions. We will treat as examples of such 
forms of participation: helping collaboration, 
pre-empting and choral-coproduction. 

3.1 
instead of the current speaker 
The analysis refers again to excerpt 1. When we look at 
what happens before the  starts, we 
observe a break of nearly one second. This break (in the 
C-ORAL-
prosodic break marking an interruption) can be 
interpreted as a hesitation of the current speaker and a 
signal for the interlocutor to participate in the construction 
of the utterance.  
                                                           
1  For syntax as a resource for the coproduction of utterances 
see Thörle (2011). In this example, projection is not the only 
resource. There is a number of constructions in the previous 
discourse which could possibly function as a model for the 
utterance under construction: The speaker SRB himself seems to 
take up a construction in lines 3-4 which he varies twice in line 
8-9 and 9-10: 

SRB: cioè nessuno le prende in considerazione // (l. 3-4) 
SRB: cioè nessuno se ne rende conto (l. 8-9) 
SRB:      e nessuno lo prende in considerazione // (l. 9-10) 

His interlocutor SMN does the same and takes up previous 
constructions of SRB: 

SRB: perché no / fa audience / (l. 4-5) 
                       non fa interesse della gente (l. 5-6)  
SMN:             non fa notizia (l. 11) 

Du Bois (2010: 13) might have thought of examples like this 
ess dialogic 

co-participants speaking as though they were drawing on 
paradigmatic alternatives within a semantic field, seemingly 
exploiting just the kind of structure described by the great 

 
2  See also Müller & Klaeger (2010). 
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9 
10 

*SRB: ...  e nessuno lo prende in considerazione /
perché + (break of 0.8 sec) 

The break is followed by the completion of the 
utterance by the interlocutor, ending with a conclusive 

.  

11 *SMN: non fa notizia // 

While the interlocutor is uttering non fa notizia, the 
 speaker  does not continue. We have a very short 

overlap o
contribution, when the original speaker starts repeating 
what SMN has said before.  

11 
12 

*SMN: non fa notizi<a> //
*SRB:  <non> fa notizia // 

It is important to note that SRB repeats the 
completion provided by SMN in a prosodically very 
similar manner as regards rhythm and melody. His 
repetition can thus be interpreted as a ratification of the 

the utterance. 
In this example the coproduced element is designed 

as being said in his place. This is perhaps the most typical 
case of collaborative utterance construction which Ferrara 

accessing an item in the mental lexicon and offers a 
minimal contribution  often not more than one or two 
words in length  
ratifies by repetition. 

3.2 Pre-empting: saying something before the 
current speaker 
The next example is taken from an informal conversation 
between two women who talk about the dental problems 
of the mother of one of them: 

Example 2: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

*INM: lo que le estaba dando problemas / es la
muela esa // 

*PAT:  la que no han quitado [/] la que le han
quitado el nervio // 

*INM:  la que no le habían quitado el nervio //
*PAT:   la que no //
*INM:  con lo cual / ahora tienen que volverle a [/] a

levantar / toda la dentadura / matarle el 
nervio + 

*PAT:   y ponérsela otra vez // ¡madre <mía!>//
*PAC:  <es que> si a ti te 

matan los nervios / 
(C-Oral-Rom : efamcv06 las muelas) 

What we are interested in here is the completion of 
an utterance, which is obviously not complete at the 
moment when the interlocutor provides her contribution. 
But, in contrast to the case analysed in the last section, the 

current speaker does not seem to interrupt herself but to be 
pre-empted by her interlocutor. Although the transcription 
of the C-ORAL-ROM-Corpus interprets the transition 
again as a prosodic bre
there is a fundamental difference between these two 
examples, which lies in the temporal and rhythmical 
design of the utterances.  

In lines 7 to 9 INM is constructing what we could 
call with Jefferson (1990) a list construction. Lists are 
described by Sánchez-Ayala (2003: 325-332) as recurrent 
lexico-grammatical patterns in colloquial speech which 
are characterized, amongst other things, by prosodic 
features such as a robust parallelism between their 
prosodic and lexico-grammatical constituents, 
lengthening of the ultimate lexical stress of each 

as well as a coherent thematic structure in which the 
different parts of the list correspond to different stages in 
the rhetorical development of a point. Lists can therefore 
be considered as a holistic gestalt to which interlocutors 
orientate themselves in the construction of talk.  

In example 2 INM has already produced two list 
elements: (con lo cual ahora tienen que volverle a) 
levantar toda la dentadura and matarle el nervio 

(l. 7-9). Both are infinitive phrases, uttered in a 
special rhythm which is produced by the stressing of 
syllables in tOda and matAr and characterized by a non-
conclusive intonation structure. The two first list 
elements project  by virtue of their syntactic, semantic 
and prosodic characteristics  a third list element that the 
other participants hence are able to anticipate. 3 This third 
element y ponérsela otra vez is provided by PAT, 
but  and this is important  before the original speaker is 
expected to 
hesitation marker. To understand this, we have to look at 
the temporal organization of the list construction: 

After the first list element levantar toda la 
dentadura, there is a pause of 0.432 sec. The original 
speaker is constructing a rhythm structure for her list that 
would allow us to expect a break of more or less the same 
length after the second list element matarle el nervio.4 
Now, before the expec
element has come (that means after an interval of only 
0.08 sec), PAT completes the list with y ponérsela otra vez 
(l. 10).5 This means her contribution is not designed to be 

3 As Jefferson (1990) shows, the three-partedness of lists 

Participants orient to this three-parted nature so that lists can 
become a conversational sequential resource. This means that a 

-in-
and that a second part of the list projects a third-as final part 
(Lerner 1991: 448). 
4 The pausing between list elements cannot be interpreted as 
indicative of trouble. It is r hythmical 
structure of the list (cf. also Lerner 1996: 242f). 
5 Lerner (1996: 242) calls this kind of coproduction 

occurs at a TCU-internal component completion, and therefore 
not at a place the turn itself could in most circumstances be 
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realized with the original speaker or in her place but 
before her. It seems to be a sort of friendly 
about who realizes the end of the story first as it may 

by Coates (1997).6  
Until now we have dealt with examples in which the 

cont
not only structurally to the ongoing utterance but also 
more or less semantically to what the current speaker 
would have uttered by himself. As the next excerpt shows 
the same procedure can be exploited to utter something 

This is an extract from a political debate in an Italian talk 
show: 

Example 3: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

*BER: ...  il regime precedente / quello di Hoxha / era
/ un regime / autoritario / chiuso / dispotico / 

*BUT: comu<nista> //
*BER:  <che ha> che si diceva comunista // e non 

aveva / alcuna traccia / delle ragioni per cui 
siamo comunisti // [...] 

(C-Oral-Rom : imedts 03 porta a porta) 

What we can observe here seems at first to be very 
similar to the previous examples. BER (Fausto Bertinotti, 
at that time secretary of the communist party PRC) 
constructs a list which is characterized by a particular 
rhythmical and melodic pattern: autoritario  (falling 
intonation)  break of 0.44 sec  chiuso (falling 
intonation) 

In the examples in this section, the contributions of 

clearly designed to pre-empt the current speaker. They 
exploit the semantic, syntactic and prosodic features of 

finished. That is, a next speaker begins speaking before the 
projected completion of a TCU and thus within the projected 

 
6 Competition here does not refer to competitive turn 
incomings as described by French & Local (1986) (cf. Szczepek 
2000:26ff).  

these lists to project the moment at which a probable last 
list element will be uttered in order to provide such an 
element before the current speaker does (or is expected to 
do so).  

3.3 Choral coproduction  saying something 
with the current speaker 
Finally, we present examples of coproductions where the 
element provided by the interlocutor is designed to be 
uttered simultaneously  in chorus  with the current 
speaker. According to Lerner (2002: 22) we call this 
phenomenon choral co-production which the author 

another speaker  or at least demonstrating that one is 
 

Example 4: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

*VIR: entonces / como decías / el que / el VIH / el
virus del SIDA / sea capaz / de / atacar 
específicamente a las células / fundamentales 
del sistema de las defensas / del organismo 
deja / al organismo / <indefenso> //  

%alt: (19) toces 
*BLA:  [<] <indefenso> // 
*VRI: pero es que por otra parte / tiene un periodo

de incubación / muy largo // o sea desde que 
una persona se infecta / hasta que desarrolla la 
enfermedad / pasan ocho o diez años / como 
término medio // con lo cual / cuando surge / 
en mil novecientos ochenta y uno / la primera 
descripción de / una enfermedad nueva / que / 
luego / &eh / se llamó SIDA / etcétera y se / ha 
investigado / enormemente / pues ya había 
millones y millones / de personas <infectadas> 
// no ? precisamente  

*BLA:  [<] <infectadas> // 
*VRI: por ese / período de incubación tan largo
(C-Oral-Rom: emedts11 el virus del SIDA) 

In this extract taken from a Spanish television 
interview the interviewer frequently coproduces the 

 

5 
7 

*VIR:    deja / al organismo / <indefenso> //
BLA:  [<] <indefenso> // 

17 
18 
19 
20 

*VRI: pues ya había millones y millones / de personas
<infectadas> // no? precisamente por 

*BLA:  [<] <infectadas> //  
*VRI: por ese / período de incubación tan largo

If we look at the organizational features of this 
coproduction, we observe that there is no hesitation 
marker in the utterance of the interviewee, that the 
interviewee does not stop speaking so that the 
contribution of the interviewer produces an overlapping 
of speech, and that there is no ratification of the 
coproduced element. Focussing on the temporal 
organization, we note that the contribution of the 
interviewer seems to be designed to be realized not before 
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the current speaker but simultaneously: Even if the 
contributions of the interviewer do not start exactly at the 
same moment (infectadas a little bit earlier), the 
interviewer does not seem to try to pre-empt the current 
speaker. Rather, he speaks very calmly and adapts the 
projected conclusive intonation structure of the 

back-channel signal. He accompanies the discourse 
production of the current speaker showing that he is 
following and understanding the argumentation.7  

4. Conclusion 
In this article, oral conversation has been analysed as a 
highly collaborative practice in which a single utterance 
can be produced by several speakers together. When 

semantic and prosodic projections established by the 
utterance of their interlocutor to produce their own 
contribution with precision in relation to the ongoing talk. 
It has been argued that speakers use this general capacity 
for precise placement together with prosodic means to 
display quite different forms of participation, such as 

current speaker and, in so doing, achieve different 
pragmatic aims.  
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